
What is an EHCP/Annual Review? ELMWOOD SCHOOL What if I can’t make the
` Annual Review Date?

The meeting is likely to go ahead but
please do your best to return the parental view
forms.

It is a celebration of a pupil’s achievement: You will still receive information about the
outcome of the meeting.

 A review of pupil’s needs.
 A chance to ensure the EHCP or Statement is still relevant

and up to date
 A chance to talk through any progress and problems

your child is encountering

Who goes to the Review? What do I have to do? What happens after the meeting?

Lots of people are invited, in fact everyone who is It would be helpful if you could complete The reports and notes made during the meeting
involved with your child’s education and health the parental comments sheets and bring it or are sent to the Local Authority.  This information
needs.  This could include a Psychologist, Social send it to School, stating whether you are is kept to record progress and any concerns or
Worker, an Officer from the Local able to come to the review meeting or not. Issues that may require monitoring during the
Authority, Prospects (Career Advice) These are included with the School and next year.  The Local Authority review the

other reports. Statement after reading all the information
Not everybody is able to come but a Senior and notify you if they decide to alter the
Manager or the Class Teacher or another At the meeting you will be able to discuss Statement.
Representative of the School, and hopefully your child’s progress and any other

you and your child will be there. concerns. Person Centred Reviews
These take place in Years 9, 10 and 11 and
their aim is to plan for the young persons

How long will the meeting last for? Who do I get in touch with if transition to adult life.  During these reviews the

I have a problem with the focus is a celebration of what your child has achieved

An hour is allocated for the meeting. forms or the meeting? what hasn’t worked and what is important now.

Please contact our Family Welfare Family support is encouraged at these reviews.
Officer.


